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Editorial 

Gary Smith sent me the following comments with respect to the article 
on John Allen in last month’s NSC 

“In all the years of study and learning about John Allen’s layout, I have never once seen any 
comment ever made about what I think is one of the defining features that made the G&D so 
different and special. John Allen was not scared of using elevation. He is about the only 
person that has ever done it properly and that is what it so fantastic. The G&D went from 30 
inches above floor level to 60 inches above floor level. Everyone else in the last 50 years in 
the hobby seems to think 6 inches is a major height difference. How many layouts does 
anyone know of that run trains from below your knee level to above your head level? 
Everyone seems to run just the flat board mentality. It’s time for somebody to build a layout 
with a 4 foot height difference, then we will be getting somewhere.” 

Readers of this newsletter will know I am big into nostalgia (refer August 
NSC!) Such is the nature and content of this edition. I came late to the 
joys of narrow gauge railways in South Africa but between the 6th and 9th 
September 2005 was fortunate to participate in the Apple 
Express/Sandstone Heritage Trust organised ‘Avontuur Adventurer’. 
This was the first time a steam locomotive had traversed the entire line 
from Port Elizabeth along the Langkloof to Avontuur in over 10 years. 
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Sadly it was also the last. This article reminisces that journey. My 
sources for the article are Sydney Moir’s seminal book ’24 Inches Apart’ 
– the story of the Narrow – gauge Railways of the Cape Province of 
South Africa (2nd revised edition 1981) and a brilliant source of 
information on the South African railway system which I have just 
discovered is Soul of a Railway by Charlie Lewis and Les Pivnic.  
https://sites.google.com/site/soulorailway/home/system-3-1                                  

I should perhaps point out that I went along for the ride so to speak but 
returned with a healthy respect for that obsessive animal - the railway 
photographer. They take the business extremely seriously! Woe betide 
anyone who gets between such cameramen and their subject!                       
The Avontuur Railway                                                                                                                                       
This is (or was?) the longest narrow gauge railway (2’ or 610mm gauge) 
in the world at 285 km (177 miles) and was built by the Cape Colony 
government in stages between 1902 and 1906 primarily to serve the 
deciduous and citrus fruit growing industry in the Langkloof. A 3½ mile 
long passenger orientated branch line was opened to the Port Elizabeth 
suburb of Walmer in 1906. A further 15 mile long branch line from 
Gamtoos to Patensie was opened in 1914. Finally in 1928 a 12 mile 
private branch line was added by the Eastern Province Cement Co to 
facilitate the delivery of limestone to the plant at New Brighton.              
At its peak the Walmer branch from Valley Junction near the modern day 
airport at PE to 14th Avenue Walmer featured 22 trains a day but the line 
was closed in 1928 as a result of competition from a bus service.          
Scheduled passenger trains ceased on the line in the 1940s but it was 
still possible to obtain limited space on freight trains until the mid 1970s.     
Limestone traffic was lost and the private branch line which commenced 
at Chelsea was lifted in 2001 when the quarry near Loerie was closed.     
The line was (finally?) closed in 2011.
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The Avontuur Adventurer 
Day 1 – 6th September 
NGG16 no 131, part of the third batch of locos of this class and built by 
Beyer Peacock provided the motive power on day 1 of the trip. Those 
who are interested in more information on Garratts should refer to: 
http://www.2fpt.com/css/SA%20Steam%20News/2014/Sandstone/2014.
03.14%20Stars%202014%20-%20newsletter%20number%206.pdf  
- a reprint of an article which first appeared in Narrow Gauge World. 
Another info source is Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garratt  
A photo run by was held shortly after leaving Humewood Road Station.  
NGG16 no 131 on the overpass just outside Humewood station 

 
From there it was on to the tricky incline up to Valley Junction –
blower full on! 
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The loco proceeded to the second junction at Chelsea which was no 
longer in use arising from the closure of the EPCC branch. Then the 
Garratt ran around and returned the 14 miles to Humewood Road.  
Day 2 – Wednesday 7th 
A planned change of locos occurred. NG15 no 17 built by Henschel as 
works no 21905 of 1931 took over as motive power. No 17 was the first 
locomotive of the first batch of four totalling 16 locos ordered by then 
South African Railways. It was built for the 2 ft 356 mile long line from 
the port of Swakopmund to Otavi, Tsumeb/Grootfontein. When the line 
was converted to Cape gauge in 1961 the locos were transferred to 
South Africa and the Avontuur line. The locos were commonly referred 
to as Kalaharis which is a misnomer as they were never near the 
Kalahari desert. ‘Namibians’ would have been more accurate as the 
locos spent their time traversing the Namibian desert!  
Withdrawn in 1985 no 17 was earmarked for preservation and sent to 
the Springs depot in 1990. There it languished for 12 years before being 
moved to the old SAR steam depot at Bloemfontein where Lukas Nel 
worked his restoration magic. The loco was returned to Sandstone in 
July 2003 and returned to steam after nearly 20 years out of service. 
In 2005 although none of the class had been scrapped and 9 had been 
exported to preservation railways all over the world, 17 was the only 
operational example of its class and had been trucked in by road from 
Sandstone especially for the event. 
After the obligatory ‘false start’ for the photographers at Humewood we 
again climbed the 1/30 -1/40 incline to the airport.  
Climbing the hill to the airport with blower full on (again!) 
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After further run pasts it was on to Greenbushes, St Albans and 
Gedultrivier. Then after a total of just over 27 miles Van Stadens Station 
was reached where the loco was serviced and took on water. At the 
station we passed a rake of C (limestone) wagons which had been 
stored there since the closure of the quarry. 11 of these have ended up 
at Sandstone.   
C wagons stored at Van Stadens Station Photo Chris Webster 

 
A short walk took us to the famous Van Stadens Gorge bridge, the 
crossing of which provided another opportunity for taking photographs 
one of which is reproduced below. 
Crossing Van Stadens bridge 
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Van Stadens is the highest 2’ gauge rail bridge in the world at 77m 
(254’) above the river. This is also the highest steel structure bridge in 
South Africa. When it was built in 1904/05 the cost was over £20000. 
In 2005 it was alleged Van Stadens was the second most frequently 
photographed rail bridge in the country with Kaaimans Bridge being the 
first. How sad locos no longer cross either (but as regards Kaaimans 
watch this space!) 
After descending the Loerie Bank lunch was taken at Loerie station while 
the loco was being serviced and was taking on water. After lunch we 
proceeded to Gamtoos Junction and took the branch line to Hankey and 
Patensie. As can be seen from the photo below fruit was still being taken 
out from the packing station at Patensie by rail in 2005. 

 
There was a bit of excitement in the packing plant yard as the loco 
counterweights grounded but no damage was done. 
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Day 3 – 8th September 
We retraced our steps to Gamtoos Junction. 
Crossing the bridge just past the Duplex Halt 

 
After negotiating the ‘Y’ at Gamtoos Junction we turned west and 
crossed the Gamtoos River 

 
After passing through Jeffrey’s Bay we had lunch at the Kouga Cultural 
Centre in Humansdorp and then moved on to Assegaaibos Station – the 
entry point to the Langkloof Valley - where the loco was parked for the 
night. Assegaaibos was a major service point on the line and was still 
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operational in 2005.  Remnants of a coaling stage, loco sheds and a 
turntable were to be seen along with a Plasser and Theurer trolley and a 
class 91-000 General Electric diesel at that stage and probably still now 
the most powerful 2’ gauge diesel in the world 
Plasser and Theurer trolley 

 
General Electric Class 91 diesel no 008 
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Day 4 – 9th September 
Friday was a long day with a false start and 4 run bys.  
Along the way the sad spectacle of a NGG 13 was passed. 
NGG 13 no 80 of 1928 plinthed at Joubertina 

 
The result was it was dark by the time we pulled into Avontuur where 
despite the hour we were met by enthusiastic locals.  
And so ended a wonderful journey! 
Despite valiant attempts by the Apple Express Railway to reopen it (or at 
least a 22 mile section of it from PE to the new shopping Centre at Bay 
West Mall) for tourist purposes, the future of the line is uncertain. 
Encouraging developments are that NG15 locos 119 and 124 and rolling 
stock are being refurbished by the Apple Express Society and Transnet 
is keeping the line clear of vegetation by spraying. However there are 
washaways between Assegaaibos and Avontuur to be fixed. Like the 
George Knysna line this is an iconic railway with huge tourist potential. 
Modelling potential of the line 
As with the South Western Railway in Knysna (North Star Chronicles 
Volume 3 no 9 – September 2015) there is not much equipment 
available in the smaller scales that would be appropriate for modellers of 
the Avontuur line. Fortunately in a larger scale – 16mm to the foot the 
position is different. Accucraft UK produced two live steam locos: firstly a 
NGG16, a photo of which is the letterhead to this newsletter and 
secondly a NG15. While the Garratt is a real beast my favourite is the 
latter, a docile easy to manage model of the prototype without the need 
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for radio control – and despite having two burners consumes far less gas 
than the Garratt! A photo of the NG15 is shown below while if you are 
having difficulty sleeping a really boring video of it at on my portable 
track can be viewed on youtube at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnhMBBgwVw 

NG 15 at 2012 Wings Wheels and Whistles 

Limited numbers of these locos were made (220 in the case of the   
Garratts and 50 NG15s) and they are keenly sought after in the second 
hand market. Second hand custom built (and often coal fired) NGG13s 
occasionally also become available in the UK but one would need a 
second mortgage to afford them! 
As regards rolling stock the above photo and the aforementioned 
youtube video show examples of timber, DZ and B wagons and a guards 
van which were custom built in the UK. 
With respect to coaches, the consist on the Avontuur Adventurer 
comprised NG 73 and 78 both built in 1903, the former by Boume and 
Marpet and the latter by Metropolitan Amalgamated as 3 
compartment/guards vans; NG 85 built by Metropolitan Amalgamated in 
1907; NG 94 (the Apple Tavern) built by Bristol Carriage and Wagon in 
1905: NG 99 Bristol Carriage and Wagon 1905; NG 100 built by the SAR 
at Salt River in 1916.  
Jurassic Models (Mike Johnson) the successor to Triassic Model Works 
offer kits of passenger coaches, (five compartment 3rd, brake 3rd, 1st 
class 4 compartment with lavatory, 5 compartment composite with 
lavatory) and tall fruit wagons but they are only produced to order. Mike 
may be contacted at mike.jurassic@btinternet.com.  
The building of Jurassic tall fruit wagons kits was covered in NSC 
volume 4 no 4 – April 2016.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnhMBBgwVw
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